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PAIRINGS

MOZART IN THE JUNGLE,
AMAZON, KOPKE 10 YEAR
OLD TAWNY PORT
Sometimes we want to feel fancy.
If this is you, take a peek inside
the New York Symphony for a
wild ride. You’ll love the love stories and drama. For this series,
a 10-year-old tawny port is in
order. Savor the sophisticated,
nuanced aromas, and feel like
you’re in the front row of the
symphony.

At Wine4Food, we know you love to binge your favorite shows. We’re here to make your experience
even better! Pair these wines with your show of choice, and lose yourself inside the story. No matter
your mood, we've got your match.
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OZARK, NETFLIX,
JUAN BENEGAS
MALBEC

SOMM SCHOOL
INSIDER, BINGE
NETWORKS,
CLARA BENEGAS
CHARDONNAY

It's no secret that some of us
feel a little dark and moody
from time to time during this
period of social distancing.
Why not lean into it, and
watch our latest obsession,
Ozark. Bask in the twists and
turns of this epic drama as you
savor your glass of inky purple,
full-bodied Malbec. You’re not
alone. Hopefully this sensory
experience will elevate your
mood and make you feel
better.

If you love wine, tune into
this exciting series to help
you taste like a somm in
under 10 minutes. Guess
what, this is my show! It
follows my journey inside
the Sommelier Society of
America, and makes wine
fun and accessible. The best
part is that you can follow
the show's wine games at
home. Taste Chardonnay
with me as you binge the
episodes on BINGE Networks. You can be a wine
expert too, in the comfort of your own home. Also
available on Roku and Wine4Food.com.
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ZOEY'S
EXTRAORDINARY
PLAYLIST, NBC,
DOMAINE DE
BELAMBRÉE ROSÉ

BONUS
ROUND

For a fun, colorful series
with a dose of real life,
choose Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist. I
adored the musical numbers revealing
true feelings, and often found myself
smiling along. No one is watching, so
pop open some springy rose, sip, and
sing-along with the show. Wine bottles
make great microphones.

SURVIVOR, HULU, SCHUBERT
SAUVIGNON BLANC SELECTION
Ready for an adventure? Grab your packs, and get
going. Immunity is on the line. Who will be the
last one standing? You. With your lean, zesty, and
outdoorsy New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc.

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT WINE AT HOME?
Enjoy our fun, informative new series, Somm School Insider, following Wine4Food’s Carole Mac’s journey inside the
Sommelier Society of America. To watch these short, shareable episodes, visit Wine4Food.com(@wine_4_food).
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